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Abstract Argumentation Machines search for argu-

ments in natural language from information sources on

the Web and reason with them on the knowledge level

to actively support the deliberation and synthesis of

arguments for a particular user query. The ReCAP

project is part of the Priority Program RATIO and

aims at novel contributions to and confluence of meth-

ods from information retrieval, knowledge representa-

tion, as well as case-based reasoning for the develop-

ment of future argumentation machines. In this paper

we summarise recent research results from the project.

In particular, a new German corpus of 100 semantically

annotated argument graphs from the domain of educa-

tion politics has been created and is made available

to the argumentation research community. Further, we

discuss a comprehensive investigation in finding argu-
ments and argument graphs. We introduce a probabilis-

tic ranking framework for argument retrieval, i.e. for

finding good premises for a designated claim. For find-

ing argument graphs, we developed methods for case-

based argument retrieval considering the graph struc-

ture of an argument together with textual and ontology-

based similarity measures applied to claims, premises,

and argument schemes.
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1 Introduction

Argumentation is ubiquitous and a fundamental part of

our lives. People use arguments to inform themselves or

to form opinions, or to convince others towards a cer-

tain standpoint. The Web offers plenty of arguments

on many topics, but due to its size it is almost impos-

sible for humans to find all arguments on a topic in a

reasonable amount of time. Not finding all relevant ar-

guments on a sensitive topic may lead to a biased view

and consequently to bad decisions.

The ReCAP project is part of the RATIO priority

program1 and aims at the vision of future argumen-

tation machines. On the application side, the project

focuses on political scientists, journalists, and human

decision makers and aims to support them in obtaining

an overview of current arguments on a specific topic and

in forming personal opinions based on convincing argu-

ments. Contrary to existing search engines, which pri-

marily operate on the textual level, such argumentation

machines will reason on the knowledge level formed by

argumentative propositions and argumentation struc-

tures. In this context, our aim is to develop methods

that are able to capture arguments in a robust and

scalable manner, in particular representing, contextu-

alising, aggregating, and synthesising arguments and

making them available to users.

This paper summarises the results we accomplished

in the project so far. When we talk about an argu-

ment we mean a combination of a claim (or conclusion)

and several premises (or reasons) together with one or

several inference rules linking them [22]. Claims and

premises are also called Argumentative Discourse Units

(ADU) [22] and the inference rules between them are

1 http://www.spp-ratio.de/

http://www.spp-ratio.de/
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also called argument schemes. Walton [30] comprehen-

sively describes typical argument schemes which occur

in natural language argumentation. Arguments are rep-

resented as argument graphs with nodes representing

ADUs and argument schemes and edges representing

their relationships. Figure 1 visualises a simple argu-

ment graph.

We	should	not	build	new
nuclear	power	plants

Building	nuclear	plants
endangers	the
environment

Negative
Consequences

Fig. 1 A simple argument graph showing the argument
scheme “Negative Consequences” by Walton [30] for the in-
ference from premise to claim.

Next, we present our view of the architecture of an

argumentation machine. In Section 3, we introduce a

new corpus for evaluating the methods developed in

the project. Section 4 discusses the proposed methods

and their evaluation. Finally, Section 5 concludes the

paper and presents our directions for future work.

2 Architecture of an Argumentation Machine

We now outline the envisioned architecture of our argu-

mentation machine (see Bergmann et al. [5] for further

details). Figure 2 illustrates this architecture and shows

the different research fields and their interrelations.

The bottom part of this layered architecture shows

the textual level of the argumentation machine. It ad-

dresses argument mining as well as corpus construction

from existing textual sources, leading to semantically

annotated argumentation graphs that reflect the con-

tent of documents on the knowledge level. Note that

the argumentation machine works closely with argu-

mentation structures in natural language, but in order

to achieve argumentative reasoning, it abstracts from

the raw text by using similarity measures, fact extrac-

tion, validation, clustering, generalisation, and adapta-

tion of arguments, thereby offering some form of argu-

ment competency. With the term similarity we refer

to both the similarity of two ADU nodes, e.g. mea-

sured by textual similarity, and to the similarity of two

graphs, by considering also structural aspects. Retrieval

addresses the finding and ranking of argument nodes

and argument graphs in terms of their relevance and

factual correctness. Validation of facts can be done,

for instance, by querying the information in knowledge

graphs or by reformulating a fact as a search query on

the Web. Case-based reasoning allows analogical rea-

soning to transfer an argument graph to a new context.

The application level allows the development of de-

liberation and synthesis applications using the meth-

ods from the knowledge level. For example, applications

can support finding and weighting all arguments sup-

porting or opposing some claim, based on the available

knowledge. Applications can also try to generate new

arguments for an upcoming topic by transfer and com-

bination of existing relevant arguments from a closely

related topic. The context module aims at capturing,

analysing, and representing the specific user’s context,

i.e. the specific issue under consideration as well as spe-

cific beliefs and constraints of the user.

3 Building a High Quality Corpus

In a requirements acquisition workshop with experts

from the fields of journalistic writing and political re-

search we elaborated concrete use cases for the envi-

sioned argumentation machine. These use cases guide

our methodological research and will serve in the fu-

ture to build selected applications for deliberation and

synthesis. We have chosen the topic of education pol-

icy, as it is relevant to society, moderately complex, and

relatively easy to understand. In particular, education

policy varies from federal state to federal state in Ger-

many, but related issues are discussed throughout the

country. Thus, we expect that although this field cov-

ers a rich spectrum of topics, the transfer of arguments

from one state to another could be investigated.

As no corpus of argument graphs on education pol-

icy in Germany was available, we developed a new cor-

pus consisting of arguments from the political discourse

in the three federal states Rhineland-Palatinate, Ham-

burg, and Bavaria [12]. Since argument mining methods

are still under development and currently do not pro-
duce semantically annotated argument graphs of suffi-

cient quality, we created the corpus manually. For this

purpose, we selected texts from high-quality sources

such as press releases, newspaper commentaries, and

election programs. The argumentative contents were in-

dependently annotated and converted into argument

graphs by two annotators using a modified variant2

of the OVA tool [16]. During the construction of the

graphs, the argument schemes proposed by Walton et

al. [30] were used, which enables a very detailed repre-

sentation occurring in the documents. In weekly discus-

sions the two graphs per text source were merged into

one gold standard. The resulting corpus consists of 100

argument graphs, with about 25 nodes and 20 edges

in average per graph. It is available to the argument

mining community on request.

As the overall construction and validation of the cor-

pus took about 18 months, we also considered existing

2 http://ova.uni-trier.de/
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Fig. 2 Architecture of the argumentation machine.

corpora during the development of the proposed meth-

ods. This includes the Potsdam Argumentative Micro-

text corpus [23] that is available in German and En-

glish. However, as it only includes inferences annotated

with support or attack relations, we refined the anno-

tations using appropriate argument schemes. In addi-

tion we crawled debate portals such as idebate.org

and debatewise.com to create corpora of claims with

premises supporting or attacking them.

4 Retrieval and Case-Based Reasoning with

Arguments and Argument Graphs

We now present selected approaches for retrieval and

reasoning with arguments from the knowledge level of

the architecture.

4.1 Matching Similar Claims by Textual Similarity

In an initial study [14], we evaluated different meth-

ods for claim similarity. We built upon the ground-

work of Wachsmuth et al. [29], who set up an argu-

ment search engine based on crawling and indexing ar-

guments from four debate portals. Since their corpus

was not freely available at that time, we built a com-

parable corpus with 63,250 claims and about 695,000

premises by crawling the same portals. For our evalua-

tion we used 232 claims from this corpus on the topic

energy. To determine these claims, we first identified

the 44 most similar words to energy using a pretrained

word2Vec [21] model, and then randomly chose 232

query claims amongst all claims containing at least one

of them. We then evaluated how well 196 text similarity

methods implemented in Apache Lucene performed in

finding relevant result claims for these query claims. To

build a gold standard, we constructed a result pool for

each query from the top five results of each method, re-

sulting in a total of 3,622 (query, result) pairs. Each pair

was then assessed by two annotators on a scale from

1 (semantically dissimilar) to 5 (semantically equal).

For each method, the result quality was then measured

using the established nDCG metric [17]. Our results

show that the widely used BM25 method [26] performs

very well with an nDCG@5 of 0.7944, but an even bet-

ter performance (0.8355) was achieved by a combina-

tion of Axiomatic Approaches for IR and Divergence

from Randomness (DFR) [1]. The results of our experi-

ments also support the intuitive assumption that, given

a query claim, the premises of a similar claim are more

relevant to the query claim than those of a dissimi-

lar one, using a second set of relevance assessments for

(query claim, result premise) pairs on a binary scale.

idebate.org
debatewise.com
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4.2 A Probabilistic Ranking Framework for Argument

Retrieval

For finding good premises for a query claim from a

large corpus of already mined arguments, we proposed a

principled probabilistic ranking framework [13]. Given

a controversial claim or topic, the system first identifies

highly similar claims in the corpus, and then clusters

and ranks their supporting and attacking premises, tak-

ing clusters of claims as well as the stances of query and

premises into account.

The description of the whole framework is beyond

the scope of this paper. We only sketch the approach

for finding supporting premises to a query claim; find-

ing attacking premises is analogous. Given a large cor-

pus of claims and premises, we first create a set of dis-

joint claim clusters Γ = {γ1, γ2, . . .} where each clus-

ter γj consists of claims with the same meaning. Anal-

ogously, we create a set of disjoint premise clusters

Π = {π1, π2, . . .} consisting of premises with the same

meaning. Our goal is to find the best clusters of sup-

porting premises π+ for a query q. To do so, we estimate

the probability of relevance P (π+|q) for each π+ ∈ Π.

This probability is high if many premises from the clus-

ter strongly support claims relevant to the query claim.

To quantify this, we consider the probability P (c|q)
that claim c is relevant for query q and the probability

P (p+|c, q) that a user would pick premise p amongst all

supporting premises of c. We then obtain P (p+|q) by

adding P (c|q) · P (p+|c, q) over all claims in the corpus,

and can compute P (π+
j |q) as the sum of P (p′+|q) over

all premises p′+ ∈ π+
j .

We can estimate P (c|q) with standard text retrieval

methods; in our experiments, we use DFR, the best

method for claim retrieval (see Section 4.1). Regarding

premises, we prefer premises that appear often within a

claim cluster but disfavour premises that appear within

most or even all claim clusters; this is the same prin-

ciple used in the tf-idf weight [27]. We thus estimate

P (p+|c) as the product of two frequency statistics (plus

normalisation): the premise frequency pf(p+, c), i.e. the

frequency with which p is used as support for claims

equivalent to c (i.e. within c’s claim cluster), and the

inverse claim frequency icf(p+), i.e. the inverse number

of claim clusters for which p is used as support.

We evaluated our ranking framework using the data-

set introduced in Section 4.1. We calculated all claims’

and premises’ embeddings utilising BERT [11]. We then

clustered the claims in an offline operation with agglom-

erative clustering [15] and obtained clusters by applying

a dynamic tree cut [18]. Premise clusters relevant to the

query are determined with the same method at query

time, considering the premises of the claims most sim-

ilar to the query and the ten most similar premises to

each of these premises determined by BM25. We ran-

domly picked 30 query claims out of the 232 claims.

As a baseline system, we implemented the approach

proposed by Wachsmuth et al. [29]. Two annotators

assessed the 1,195 premises retrieved by at least one

system on a three-fold relevance scale. Our approach

significantly outperformed the baseline for nDCG@5.

4.3 Case-Based Reasoning for Retrieval and

Adaptation of Argument Graphs

Besides methods from information retrieval we also in-

vestigated case-based reasoning (CBR) methods [2,25]

applied to cases in the form of argument graphs. CBR is

a method from knowledge-based problem solving based

on experiential knowledge, called cases. It allows the re-

trieval of cases similar to a query but also the adapta-

tion of cases towards the query. Thus, retrieval methods

from CBR can be used as an alternative approach to in-

formation retrieval and they are particularly useful for

whole argument graphs as their argumentative struc-

ture can be considered during similarity assessment.

Further, adaptation methods from CBR can be applied

to the adaptation of argument graphs. Both issues are

subject of investigation in the project.

In our work [4,20] we aim at retrieving and adapt-

ing argument graphs from a repository (called case-base

in CBR terminology). Formally, an argument graph is

a semantically labeled directed graph and represented

as a tuple A = (N,E, τ, λ, t) [3]. N is the set of nodes

and E ⊆ N ×N is the set of directed edges connecting

two nodes. τ : N → T assigns each node a type and
λ : N → L assigns each node a semantic description

from a language L. t ∈ L describes the overall topic

of the argument represented in the graph. The types

T follow the AIF standard [9] so that a node can ei-

ther be an I-node with natural language propositional

content or an S-node characterized by the respective ar-

gumentation scheme. The mapping function λ is used

to link a semantic representation to a node. For an I-

node n, λ(n) is the original textual representation (pos-

sibly after traditional pre-processing such as stopword

removal) together with a semantic representation of this

text in the form of a vector, produced by a sentence en-

coder.

A query to be used in retrieval is also an argument

graph or a partial argument graph, which can consist of

one or a few (maybe linked) nodes only. For example,

a claim with a few premises can be used as a query

to retrieve a set of graphs that contribute additional

premises for the claim or other sub-graphs supporting

or attacking the premises in the query.
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For case retrieval, a graph-based similarity measure

has been developed which allows to assess the similar-

ity between a query graph QA and a case graph CA

form the repository. The graph similarity is computed

based on a local node similarity measure simN (nq, nc)

of a node nq from the query argument graph QA and a

node nc from the case argument graph CA and an edge

similarity measure simE(eq, ec) = 0.5·(simN (eq.l, ec.l)+

simN (eq.r, ec.r)) which assesses the similarity of an edge

eq from QA and an edge ec from CA.

To construct a global graph similarity value, an ad-

missible mapping m is applied which maps nodes and

edges from QA to CA, such that only nodes of the same

type (I-nodes to I-nodes and S-nodes to S-nodes) are

mapped. Edges can only be mapped if the nodes they

link are mapped as well by m. For a given mapping m

let sni be the node similarities simN (ni,m(ni)) and sei
the edge similarities simE(ei,m(ei)). The similarity for

a query graph QA and a case graph CA given a map-

ping m is the normalised sum of the node and edge sim-

ilarities: simm(QA,CA) = (sn1 + · · ·+snn +se1 + · · ·+
sem)/(nN +nE) Finally, the similarity of QA and CA is

the similarity of an optimal mapping m, which can be

computed using an A∗ search [3], i.e., sim(QA,CA) =

maxm{simm(QA,CA) | m is admissible}
For similarity-based retrieval of argument graphs

from a case base, a linear retrieval approach should be

avoided due to unacceptable retrieval times caused by

the complexity of A∗ search as well as the complexity

of the involved node similarity measures. Thus, we ap-

plied a two-phase approach, which divides the retrieval

into an efficient pre-filter stage followed by a phase in

which only the filtered cases are assessed in depth using

the complex graph similarity measure. We implemented

the pre-filter as a linear similarity-based retrieval of the

cases based only on the semantic similarity of the topic

vector t [4]. The filter selects the k most similar cases,

which are passed over to the second phase which imple-

ments the ranking by a linear assessment of the cases

using the graph-based similarity as described above.

This approach significantly depends on the meth-

ods used to assess the similarity of nodes. For S-nodes

representing argument schemes their similarity is deter-

mined according to the closeness of the schemes within

a taxonomic ontology of argument schemes [20]. There-

fore, we apply a similarity measure proposed by Wu and

Palmer [31] that considers the depth of the two schemes

to be compared and the length of the taxonomy path

to their closest common predecessor. For I-nodes, their

textual information can be compared by textual simi-

larity measures. In order to capture the semantic close-

ness of the I-nodes, we investigated various word and

sentence embedding methods assessing the similarity.

In a first paper [4], we used plain word2vec Skip-

gram embeddings (WV) [21] applied to the pre-proces-

sed node text (tokenisation and an optional stopword

removal). The similarity between two I-nodes is then

assessed using the cosine similarity applied to the ag-

gregated embedding vectors of the words in the pre-

processed text. We further extend this investigation

by considering various alternative embedding approa-

ches [20] as well as combinations of them with alterna-

tive vector similarity measures. In particular, the un-

supervised methods fastText [7] and GloVe [24] (word

embeddings) as well as the distributed memory model

of paragraph vectors (DV) [19] (sentence embedding)

have been applied. In addition, the supervised sentence

embedding methods InferSent [10] (based on BiLSTMs)

and the Universal Sentence Encoder [8] variants USE-

T and USE-D have been investigated as well as various

combinations based on vector concatenation. In exper-

iments using the semantically extended Potsdam Mi-

crotexts Corpus [23], the USE-T achieved the highest

Average Precision of 0.972 whereas WV achieved the

highest nDCG@10 of 0.877.

Besides their use in retrieval, we also investigated

the use of the argument graph similarity measures for

clustering the argument graphs in the repository w.r.t.

their similarity [6]. Clusters of graphs can then be used

for further research on generalisation of graphs as pre-

processing step for argument graph adaptation. In addi-

tion, we approach argument graph adaptation by ana-

logical reasoning. For this purpose, we further enhance

the argument graph representation by identifying noun

chunks in the text of the I-nodes and linking them to

concepts in the ConceptNet knowledge graph [28] as a

means to represent background knowledge. Based on

the knowledge graph, various substitutions of the con-

cepts can be performed as a means for argument adap-

tation. For example, generalisations can be determined

which can be further specialised differently towards the

concepts in the query node. Also shortest paths in the

knowledge graph between the core concepts occurring

in the I-nodes of an argument graph can be determined

as a source for analogical transfer to different concepts

occurring in the query. Respective methods are cur-

rently being implemented and tested.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper summarised the first results of the ReCAP

project. We created a corpus of 100 high-quality graphs

in German language on which we and the argument

community can develop and evaluate argument mining

methods. Apart from that, we implemented and eval-

uated methods for finding the best arguments and ar-
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gument graphs on existing corpora. Future work will

elaborate the methods for argument adaptation. Fur-

ther comprehensive evaluations based on the elaborated

use cases and the developed corpus will be performed.
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